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Abstract:
The two primary objections to the Boston Mechanism (BM) are that it is not strategy proof and
that sophisticated students benefit at the expense of naive students. However, it is an
attractive algorithm from an optimization standpoint. We introduce an intuitive modification of
BM that secures any school a student was initially guaranteed but otherwise prioritizes a
student at a school based upon how she ranks it. This new mechanism, the Secure Boston
Mechanism (sBM), is less manipulable than BM and provides some protection for naive
students. We further compare sBM to the Deferred Acceptance algorithm (DA) and show that
whenever DA is Pareto inefficient, then there exists a larger assignment problem where DA
makes the same (inefficient) assignment but an equilibrium in undominated strategies of sBM
is Pareto efficient and Pareto dominates the DA assignment. To provide empirical evidence in
favor of the performance of sBM, we conduct a lab experiment using a novel experimental
design. The results strongly support the use of sBM over BM, finding a 65% increase in truth
telling with sBM, relative to BM. Further, while BM assigns more students to their reported
first choice, BM and sBM assign similar number of students to their true first choice. Finally,
sBM assigns fewer subjects to a school they prefer less than their district school, relative to
BM.
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